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COVID Vaccine Shedding Is 'Real', FDA & Pfizer
Documents Are Proof: Clinicians
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Authored by Marina Zhang via The Epoch Times (emphasis ours),

The topic of COVID-19 vaccine shedding has long been controversial, but now, some
doctors say it is real.

(myboys.me, Naeblys/Shutterstock)

“Shedding is unfortunately real,” said Dr. Pierre Kory at the Front Line COVID-19 Critical
Care Alliance (FLCCC) conference in Phoenix, Arizona, in early February. “The FDA (U.S.
Food and Drug Administration) knows that.”

Dr. Kory is a co-founder of the FLCCC, a non-profit advocacy group founded by
physicians for the treatment of COVID-19, long COVID, and postvaccine syndromes. He is
also the co-founder of the Leading Edge Clinic and has treated over a thousand long-
COVID and postvaccine patients.

Fact-checkers have largely denied shedding on the basis of definition. The commonly
cited definition comes from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
website, which defines shedding as the release of viruses, bacteria, and their components
from live vaccines.

While mRNA and adenovirus vaccines are not live vaccines, they function similarly to gene
therapy products.

All gene therapy products pose a risk of shedding, according to the FDA.

FDA Documents
In a 2015 document titled Design and Analysis of Shedding Studies for Virus or Bacteria-
Based Gene Therapy and Oncolytic Products, the FDA defines shedding as “the release
of [viral or bacterial gene therapy products] ... from the patient through one or all of the
following ways: excreta (feces); secreta (urine, saliva, nasopharyngeal fluids etc.); or
through the skin (pustules, sores, wounds).”

In the same document, the FDA also explains what gene therapy products are: “All
products that mediate their effects by transcription and/or translation of transferred
genetic material.”

The COVID-19 mRNA and adenovirus vaccines fall into this category. They mediate their
effects by inducing the body to translate mRNA genetic information into spike proteins.

Some gene therapy products known to shed include an eye treatment branded as
Luxturna. Luxturna uses an adenovirus carrier to deliver eye protein DNA to retina cells in
patients.

The Luxturna adenovirus and its DNA have been found in patients’ tears, according to the
product’s package insert.

Similarly, mRNA and adenovirus COVID-19 vaccines may cause vaccinated patients
to release spike proteins or other vaccine components, Dr. Kory explained.

For example, COVID-19 mRNA has been found in the breast milk of vaccinated mothers,
indicating possible exposure of the vaccine to infants. Another study showed that spike
protein, the product of COVID-19 vaccination, can last for at least half a year in the blood
of vaccinated individuals, indicating prolonged spike protein persistence.

The FDA, however, denied that the 2015 document applies to COVID mRNA vaccines.

“COVID-19 vaccines are not regulated as gene therapy products by the FDA; therefore,
the guidance document cited is not applicable to the COVID-19 vaccines,” an FDA
spokeswoman told The Epoch Times.

Pfizer Investigators Told to Report ‘Environmental’ Vaccine Exposures
Another piece of evidence resides in Pfizer documents, Dr. Kory added.

In Pfizer’s COVID mRNA vaccine protocol, the company instructs investigators to report
“environmental exposures” if trial participants expose people around them to the vaccine
through inhalation or skin contact.

Examples of such environmental exposures are noted as follows:

“A male participant who is receiving or has discontinued [vaccine] intervention
exposes a female partner prior to or around the time of conception.”
“A female family member or healthcare provider reports that she is pregnant after
having been exposed to the [vaccine] intervention through inhalation or skin
contact.”

The protocol also goes into what Dr. Kory and his clinic co-founder, Scott Marsland, call
“secondary shedding.” This occurs when a person who has had environmental exposure
to the vaccine then exposes another person.

“An example of environmental exposure during breastfeeding,” Pfizer writes, “is a
female family member or healthcare provider who reports that she is breastfeeding after
having been exposed to the study intervention (the vaccine) by inhalation or skin contact.”

Pfizer’s Documents Showing Indirect Exposures
Pfizer has documented hundreds of adverse events that occurred as a result of indirect
exposures or exposure to babies during pregnancy or breastfeeding.

In its Periodic Safety Report submitted to the European Union, Pfizer listed several
adverse events it deemed not attributable to the vaccine and that should be excluded
from discussion.

The document listed 22 cases of adverse events in babies who had received
“indirect exposure” to COVID mRNA boosters, suggesting exposure other than a
direct vaccination.

The investigators also monitored several special adverse event cases. Two blood-related
adverse events involved babies being exposed through breastfeeding. Ten cases of liver-
related adverse events and one adverse event of the vasculature system were reported for
the same reason.

Two cases of acute kidney or renal failure and eight respiratory cases also involved babies
being exposed during pregnancy or breastfeeding.

Testimonies From Patients
Patients who may be affected by vaccine exposure tend to be those with a history of
sensitivities and chronic diseases, said Dr. Kory and Mr. Marsland. They also tend to have
bad experiences with pharmaceuticals and are more likely to be chronically debilitated by
COVID-19 or the vaccine.

Dr. Kory said that after compiling over 800 anecdotal reports, they observed a clear
pattern in symptoms that they determined to be shedding.

Typically, the manifestation of symptoms is repeatable and predictable, such as when a
person repeatedly becomes symptomatic when going into supermarkets or crowded
places.

Dr. Kory gave the example of a patient who noticed he could not handle going into
grocery stores.

The patient told Dr. Kory that he just couldn’t “go into grocery stores anymore.” Within five
minutes of entering a Trader Joe’s grocery store, he “feels so terrible” that he has to leave.
He experienced the same aversion upon going to a crowded farmers market.

At the FLCCC event, Mr. Marsland also shared several cases where he believed shedding
was involved.

One case involved a 54-year-old male, who previously suffered from symptoms after the
COVID-19 vaccine, meeting up with a friend who received a COVID-19 booster.

They sat close to each other, talking and laughing. “Within hours of spending their time
together, [the man] had a headache, myalgia, and joint pain, increased fatigue,” Mr.
Marsland relayed.

When the patient went to a busy airport, he felt worse.

He returned home and had sexual contact with his spouse, exchanging bodily fluids.
Within minutes, the spouse developed severe “nine out of 10” abdominal pain.

The two believed the pain was from shedding, so both took ivermectin, known to bind to
and block spike proteins. Within about half an hour, the spouse’s abdominal pain receded.

“It’s the temporal association and the accumulation of symptoms,” Mr. Marsland
reasoned.

Other doctors treating long COVID and postvaccine syndromes, such as Dr. Syed Haider
and Dr. Ana Mihalcea, have also reported suspected cases of shedding.

Some Vaccinologists Disagree
Professors in vaccinology, however, do not acknowledge that mRNA vaccines may induce
shedding.

“mRNA leads to the expression of proteins in cells, and this expression is different from
shedding, as you would have if you are infected by certain viruses,” associate professor
Paulo Verardi of the University of Connecticut told The Epoch Times.

“While SARS-CoV-2 infection leads to virus shedding, and, therefore, transmission of
the virus from person to person, shedding of the spike protein does not occur in
individuals receiving the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine,” he continued.

While another definition of shedding refers to the release of live viruses in people infected
or vaccinated with live vaccines, Dr. Kory reiterated that the shedding discussed in the
case of COVID-19 vaccines is different from the shedding of live viruses.

Professor Florian Krammer at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai also told The
Epoch Times that shedding does not exist.

He did not reply when The Epoch Times presented him with information regarding the
FDA’s documents on gene therapy and shedding.
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Purebloods Check In!
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Certainly not you since you have had all your childhood vaccines

ohm
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Quarantine all vaxxers immediately! (That includes you, Karen.)

Lord Baltimore
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Don't shed on me !

ThatTimeOfMonth
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Unlike you two idiots, I have never been vaxxed for anything
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You Sir, are either a liar or an illegal alien.  Since your
English grammar is solid, I judge you to be a dishonorable
man.

MoeHamHead
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if you’ve read the original Pfizer research documents,
everybody has been indirectly “dusted” or marginally
infected with this airborne genetically modified pathogen.

 

sure you didn’t get hit with the abnormally high viral load
that the stupid VAX guinea pigs did, but just by
breathing the same air, or touching their skin exposes you to
this bioweapon.

 

fortunately, ivermectin on the shelf in the house, and an
otherwise healthy immune system can help fight back
against this.

it is kind of annoying when one gets a cold/flu type thing,
post friends and family meet ups, or every time afterward
from a large public gathering of some kind.

i’m assuming were going to need regular infusions of
protease inhibitors like ivermectin for the rest of our lives,
and with a little luck, as these mRNA contagions try to
cause cancer or other disease within the body, compounds
like ivermectin and help my immune system maintain a state
of health.

The people behind this global depopulation operation need
to be rounded up, thrown in camps and worked like slaves
for the rest of their demonic lives.

so to be clear, I’m sure there are people who are
unvaccinated like myself, at least not Covid vaccinated by
needle, but this bio weapon, and its spike protein is now
endemic to the environment and you need to take proper
measures to protect your health.

 

 

meatpopsicle2323
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Unlike you, I had good parents who did not vaccinate me.
Your vaccinations probably are part of the reason for your
brain damage and lack of critical thinking skills.

ohm

You Sir, are either a liar or an illegal alien.  Since your
English grammar is solid, I judge you to be a
dishonorable man.
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ROFL. You would get more efficacy from a Witch Doctor
casting a spell over you. Eat right, get outdoor exercise,
maintain good mental health - that is the key to good health.
Not anything from PHRMA who views you as a bank. Even
Tucker gets it now.

https://rumble.com/v4azgvi-big-pharma-is-fooling-you-
again-and-you-dont-even-know-it.html

 

ohm

’m assuming were going to need regular infusions of
protease inhibitors like ivermectin for the rest of our
live
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I believe it. No one believes it when I say I never took a the
covid test. They say it's impossible. For you maybe

Angusthewndrdg
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Good for you. For the rest of you Chuckleheads, here is a
quick math test. If I have a test for smallpox with a 0.1%
false positive rate and I test positive for smallpox, what is
the likelihood that I actually have smallpox? I know that
math is racist so I don't expect you white people to get the
exact answer. But if you come close, I will give it to you. I
grade on a curve.

ohm

I believe it. No one believes it when I say I never
took a the covid test. They say it's impossible. For
you maybe
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You forgot “bro”…”Don’t shed on me bro!”

WalkingLibertyGirl
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@Lord Baltimore.

Make Gates pull a vaxx train ... no not what you think.

GreatUncle
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He has to shake hands with every vaccinated person with no
protective gear..

I am sure he will not be shed upon :-) Cough ... cough...
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OK. Since none of you were brave enough to posit an answer,
I will give it to you. The answer is that there is ZERO chance
I have smallpox because smallpox has been eradicated.

 

You want to create a pandemic out of thin air? Then just start
testing millions of people over and over and over again. You
will get enough false positives to claim there is a pandemic
even though the disease does not exist.

 

Trump was laughed at but actually correct when he said “If we
stop testing right now, we’d have very few cases, if any,”

And because Trump cares more about making deals and his
image than standing up for what his right, once he was
laughed at he backed away from this position.

ohm

Good for you. For the rest of you Chuckleheads, here
is a quick math test. If I have a test for smallpox with
a 0.1% false positive rate and I test positive for
smallpox, what is the likelihood that I actually have
smallpox? I know that math is racist so I don't expect
you white people to get the exact answer. But if you
come close, I will give it to you. I grade on a curve.

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/502819-trump-
on-coronavirus-if-we-stop-testing-right-now-wed-
have-very-few-cases/
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Part of me says, "Get your Booster".

richasis
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Those are not gene therapies.

Krink26
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I struggle to see why the shedding idea was never common
sense, or never checked for, and why the original observers were
stripped of their right to earn a living. 

But this is just a side issue from the main murderous events that
defied all sanity and continue to do so. If humanity survives
please let it not include the perps or any of their benefactors or
cohorts.

Gargolic
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pfizer documents are showing up at the azov mariupol steel plant
captured .. pfizer is deep into gene war fare experiments at
ukraine ..

https://theduran.locals.com/post/5280382/the-implications-of-
what-was-found-in-a-basement-in-mariupol

 

mkt repos
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gives you a few seconds then demands you supply
information or sign up in some way. Fuck it.

One of these is not like the others..
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I didn’t cause thankfully my mom was a hippie. When liberals still
believed in free will and living naturally. Now it’s only conservatives
that believe this and the liberals want to kill them for it. 

ssgredux
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The left is also the MiC war party now, they still haven't come to
realize it though

JimmyJones
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Yep. They’re the party of all thing death and technocratic
totalitarianism. 

ssgredux
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You're blaming one side or the other, when both are in
cahoots, but you still haven't come to realize it, though

randocalrissian
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Hippies were critical thinkers.

What is Critical Thinking?

The ability to think critically calls for a higher-order thinking than
simply the ability to recall information.

LetsGoBrandon
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As fondly remember and thank my parents for teaching me
early on in grade school in the 1950s....

   . "Don't believe everything the teacher tells you."

   . "Don't be afraid to ask questions."

   . "Think for yourself"....this is the biggie.

vealparm
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It is amazing how liberals underwent a radical change of heart
and now support war as well as the removal of bodily autonomy
(unless for abortion).

Looking at you Neil Young, etc....

sparky139
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Factually true.  You might not be popular here, but your post is
correct because the same people behind the CV19 bioweapon have
been poisoning us for years, generations, with toxins in vaccines,
water, air and food.

Fact is, no one is a pure blood anymore.  Its not possible to be one
with the contamination of our environment so complete.  Lets not
forget about the microplastics that are now being transferred from
mother to fetus.

God's creation has been totally corrupted, again.  We know what
happened last time this happened.

Peaceful_Genocide
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Not to mention....studies showing all crops have been poisoned
by use of herbicides and pesticides. It shows up in nearly all
products produce from USA grown corn, wheat, oats and more.

Sad days we are living..... Little food tastes like it used to....from
cereal...to bread... canned goods like vegetables and
soup...bread...jelly....milk...ice cream, etc.

vealparm
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Do you remember the movie Soylent Green?

How excited the protagonist was to have real strawberry jam?

 

sparky139
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Women are furniture.

UmpquaButter
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You whiffed the point so bad you wouldn’t understand it if I
explained it to you. 
 

To the ignore bin you go!

VulcanWerks
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Bzzzt.

It's clear that you don't understand the concept of Shedding, and
didn't even bother reading the fucking article.

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1
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More and More Clinical Case Descriptions of Shedding Pour In
Dr. Pierre Kory:

https://pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/shedding-part-9-more-
and-more-clinical

B Free
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But the FDA won't order the Case Studies to prove the negative
that they claim.

Clown World.

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1
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FDA: FukTard Dumb Asses 

B Free
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“A female family member or healthcare provider
reports that she is pregnant after having been exposed
to the [vaccine] intervention through inhalation or skin
contact.”

That's taking shedding to a new level.   Proof reading is
fundamental.

   

kaiserhoffen
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> “A female family member or healthcare provider reports
that she is pregnant after having been exposed to the
[vaccine] intervention through inhalation or skin contact.”

Let me guess, the baby will be the "wrong" color, so to
speak. A perfect excuse.

vodka_power_user
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You’re a lyrical genius. 

VulcanWerks
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Like the latest fixes for crime. Just don’t prosecute and poof,
no crime. 

wolf pup
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That's a very astute method to phrase it, and describes their
mindset perfectly.

Bravo

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1

Just don’t prosecute and poof, no crime. 
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Wow isn't that amazing you proved all of the liberal's evils
with two short sentences. How come nobody ever thought
of smacking us evil baby eaters down like that before your
unique genius figured it out?

randocalrissian
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If the shedding issue is true then what is the point of all these
market/economic/investing articles on ZeroHedge?  Who is going
to be buying/selling in an economy where people are dead and
dying?  What point is there to investing if youre dead, your kids
are sterilized, or youre disabled and everyone around you is also
dead or dying?

If this issue is real then there is no way to stop the genocide of
humanity because the damage is done and cannot be undone.

Peaceful_Genocide
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Tptb still want to steal your money.....

Yikes Stripes
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Your body takes care of the shed proteins IF you didn't get the
injection. You'll get sick potentially, you'll feel like crap...but your
body won't be turned into a Spike Protein factory like it will if you
took a direct injection. 

Budnacho
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That's been the Theory, thus far.

That it required a HUGE amount of Lipid-coated mRNA particles
to traverse the Cell Wall.

Some anecdotal evidence is casting doubt upon that now...

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1

Your body takes care of the shed proteins IF you didn't
get the injection
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Which would suggest that if you go to places where shedding
might be a problem (concerts, gyms, maybe restaurants) up
your immune system support in advance.  Extra yogurt, stay
hydrated, alkalyze the system a bit (apple cider vinegar),
maybe add some European cheeses to stoke the gut bug
count in advance.  Prevention is way easier than we think.

Cpriestess
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Dr. Peter McCullough was warning about the shedding
issue in 2022:

https://twitter.com/_Janey_Jay/status/15983984316676505
75

B Free
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Yup.  I have been taking those kinds of precautions since I
first read about shedding.  The thing is, if you haven't had
the vax, and eat REAL food.  As well as drink clean water.
you should be ok.  It should be "the flu".  "The flu" covers a
multitude of "lifestyle sins" including a lifetime of eating
garbage.

Cpriestess
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Is vaccine shedding possible? Over 1,000 reports say it’s
real and it’s happening – The Expose (expose-news.com)

The Reality Of Shedding Ep. 4 (clouthub.com)

From One to Another: Doctors find Graphene is shedding
from the COVID-19 vaccinated to the Unvaccinated, forming
Deadly Blood Clots & Decimating Blood Cells – The Expose
(expose-news.com)

commoncourtesy
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I'm good.  I always carry a rabbit's foot.   Too bad about the
rabbit.

Bots are fake and gay.

kaiserhoffen
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All evidence I've read has shown that the body regularly cleans
out the spikes from shedding. That the idiots directly injected
themselves then gave themselves booster after booster turned
them into the walking "Long-Covid" idiots we see today. 

 

There is still much talk about newer vaccines becoming
"Mandatory" which tells me that not only did not enough
people get the vax, but that its still far too contained in that
group (Vaxxies). The IG-G4 response is proof of the repeated
jab kill scenario. 

Budnacho
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This is not getting enough coverage.

Immune Response has been completely reprogrammed
by this poison.

Ig3 levels are drastically reduced

Ig4 levels are drastically increased

Latent Infections (herpes, measles, etc)  becoming re-
activated by the absence of Ig3 response.

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1

The IG-G4 response
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They've been putting it into Rabies Vaxxines for our pets
since 2018 and plan to inject it into all livestock...and I read
that all pigs have had it already.

They are slowly killing us. Starting with their
Geoengineering, then GMO frankenfoods and HFC...etc.

Gerrilea
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meatpopsicle2323
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i’m inclined to agree with your statement, but we just don’t know
for sure.

 

This is a Bioweapon.

 

Proactive use of protease inhibitors from here on out I’m afraid.
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Exactly.

Pineapple ++

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1

Proactive use of protease inhibitors from here on out
I’m afraid.
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Love pineapple.

Yikes Stripes
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But if the FDA and CDC don't look for it, it didn't happen. Just
ask the official Fact Checkers

™

.               /s

Phoenix Pilgrim
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Anyone know how long approximately these here shedders
shed???

SurfingUSA
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Until they are dead.  The bioweapon is intended to slowly,
peacefully if you will, genocide 95% of the planet.  If they do
it all at once, there will be resistance, but if the deaths
happen slowly over a long period of time, people will just
come to accept it and wont revolt. Its the perfect weapon.

The fact that shedding occurs from the bioweapon is just
more proof of the true intention behind it. Genocide.
Depopulation.  If the shedding issue is true, this is the end
of humanity as we know it.

There is no way to sugar coat the truth about this.

Peaceful_Genocide
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Thanks for your reply. Ruh roh.

SurfingUSA
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That's the problem the globalists are trying to fix. they want to
have EVERYONE vaccinated even if you don't want it. They are
working on aeresolizing it, putting it in food, water, you name it. I
hope that Disease X is not this, the introduction of the "gene
therapy" to even the unwilling aka "vaccine hesitant" 

Air Handshaker
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And releasing Omicron, a more contagious variant, when not
enough took the jabs for Big Pharma.

BrownCoat
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 Would love to agree with you on this but its wishful thinking.  

Collapse Podcast

Your body takes care of the shed proteins IF you
didn't get the injection.
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Not taking the injection means a stronger immune system.
The bug was designed to integrate into the host DNA and
produce spike proteins. The body has to kill cells with
compromised DNA.
There are detox therapies that use fasting, antioxidants, etc.

BrownCoat
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One would have to detox on a consistent basis - most dont
know how, and havent.  The constant exposure bombards
the immune system of the unvaxxed & it doesnt end there. It
will never end there.  Living the experience first hand and
have tried just about every detox / therapy out there.  

Collapse Podcast
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YOU still don't understand the mechanism of the bioweapon.

When you are "shed" upon, your body takes it up and YOUR
DNA begins to incorporate the toxic brew and recreate it.

Slower than they wanted but every one of us will been effected
and infected. I mentioned this before when they claimed they had
achieved 70%+ of the population had gotten at least 1 shot...they
then backed off their "mandates" and propaganda 24-7. They hit
their plateau that would ensure all would be infected and
eventually killed.

And I NEVER got their bioweapon shot myself, I felt it was an IQ
test.

Gerrilea
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I never was tested. Never masked. Never got sick and
certainly never got the shots because I knew what they were
from the beginning.

However, in light of this new information about shedding, Im
not sure it mattered that I didnt get the shot.

Ive been telling people this is a depopulation agenda and the
people behind it are not fucking around.  They intend to
reduce the population to less than a billion.  This will be done
by killing off most of the living now and also by sterilizing us so
we cant produce any replacement humans.  Its fucking
diabolical and we cannot stop it now. The damage is done. 
We cannot undo it.

So enjoy the last little bit of life there is.  Its over.

Peaceful_Genocide
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I, sadly, was required to be tested before I went for heart
surgery...luckily they did not require I get the vaxxine first...I
wouldn't have taken it and would more likely than not be
dead from the blockages in my heart.

I must agree, we are done with...I just hope they are made
to pay for their Crimes Against Humanity before I go.

Gerrilea
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A nicotine addiction can help. Nicotine blocks the spike.
Keep in mind, genetics is full of surprises. Not all humans
will die - too many, but not all.

BrownCoat
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((They)) are diabolically disoriented. They believe they are
achieving their green agenda and depopulation. It will
happen without them!

Interregnums throughout history result in depopulation,
poverty, loss of the social structure. Western Civ has already
started its next interregnum.

BrownCoat
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Cells taking up hostile DNA and turning into "factory zombies"
is precisely how viruses work. Non-compromised immune
systems should be able to handle that.

vodka_power_user
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So everything thing you did/didn't do was a waste of time?
Just like the rest of us.

PeachPit
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Aerosolizable Lipid Nanoparticles for Pulmonary Delivery of mRNA

https://rumble.com/v31s93m-aerosolizable-lipid-nanoparticles-for-
pulmonary-delivery-of-mrna.html

TR3Bpilot19
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It’s not the unjabbed PureBloods that’s the issue, it’s the jabbed.
Exactly why I take Ivermectin prophylactically once a week 

B Free
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I do a several day regimen of Ivermectin every couple months
and havent been sick in years. Pureblood here! 

proud black sheep
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.

BrownCoat
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Where do you get Ivermectin from???

PeachPit
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I do once a week as well.  How much do you take every
week?  I'm doing 3.5 ml.  Mix it with orange juice and drink it.

NoExperimentalVaxInMe
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My Osteopath has me on twice a week(20mg) Ivermectin for
prophylactic use, and 3 times /day for 7 days if I get
symptoms  of 'cold/flu/respiratory' shit.

Also Hydroxychloroquine 2 times/week.

Note - My Ivermectin is in capsule form from a compounding
pharmacy.

vealparm
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Congratulations on your subscription (chronic user) to Big
Pharma.
Ivermectin works, but its a drug.

We the people now know that Big Pharma will not tell us the
long-term effects of their drugs.
My guess is their are more natural ways to keep the spike
protein at bay. What exactly? IDK. Some doctors are
discovering treatments, but research money is almost
nonexistent.

BrownCoat
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Www.alldaychemist.com

UmpquaButter
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That's like saying I don't understand the concept of The Force.  You
must prove that any of these particles cause disease before you
make up some science fiction story about how they work.

1. The microorganism must be found in abundance in all
organisms suffering from the disease but should not be found
in healthy organisms.

2. The microorganism must be isolated from a diseased organism
and grown in pure culture.

3. The cultured microorganism should cause disease when
introduced into a healthy organism.

4. The microorganism must be re-isolated from the inoculated,
diseased experimental host and identified as being identical to
the original specific causative agent.

ohm

t's clear that you don't understand the concept of
Shedding,
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Yeah ok, you're gonna throw Koch's postulates into the
discussion, while you ignore the fact that he could not even have
dreamed about such a concept of mRNA retooling of Cell
Biology.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates

Good discussion for another time, however

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1
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Koch's postulates apply to ALL particles whether they are
bacteria or mythical viruses or so called mRNA. You don't
abandon the scientific method when it suits you. Interestingly,
Koch was never able to satisfy his own postulates for any
organism he claimed cause disease which at least least makes
him more honest that the fraud Louis Pasteur.

Interesting that you cited Wikipedia to make your case. Do you
believe this article in Wikipedia as well?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-
19_vaccine_misinformation_and_hesitancy

ohm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
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I agree with this.

If I am wrong, I'll admit it.

I haven't had enough time to fully explore it, but I will

thanks.

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1

You don't abandon the scientific method when it
suits you.
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I hope that you'll be inclined to agree that the dynamics
involved here do not exactly fit within Koch's matrix of
disease.

We are dealing with the reprogramming (suppression) of
the Normal Immune Response.

This is causing Autoimmune manifestations

someone Tweeted something, take us to DEFCON 1
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You are putting the cart before the horse. You have to
PROVE that the particle causes disease BEFORE you start
talking about dynamics and mechanisms. If you want to
learn more, you can start by reading this paper here.

https://drsambailey.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/A-
FAREWELL-TO-VIROLOGY-Expert-Edition-Eng.pdf

This paper has never been refuted.

 

A couple of Videos putting this paper in layman's terms are
below.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5EAWnkwUuJWJ/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/p1bkp55x78aK/

 

ohm

I hope that you'll be inclined to agree that the
dynamics involved here do not exactly fit within
Koch's matrix of disease.
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I did read it and understand it very clearly. Even being in the
presence of the jabbed it can, and obviously does have, an effect on
the health of those who aren't. 

I too have felt nauseous and walking away feeling less than 100%
around crowds sometimes but I never would have attributed it to
those around me being jabbed and shedding proteins that my body
immediately wants to rid itself of until now...

petulant twat
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It obviously has had an effect on your mental health. Maybe you
should see a Psychiatrist .

ohm

I did read it and understand it very clearly. Even being in
the presence of the jabbed it can, and obviously does
have, an effect on the health of those who aren't. 
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tion?

Is that you?

sparky139
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Humans are social animals. We are going to mix (jabbed and
unjabbed).

Science still cannot explain how placebos work.
Hint: The Christian Science religion might be onto something.

Have a little faith, baby!  -- OddBall [Kelly's Heroes]
 

BrownCoat
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Science still cannot explain how placebos work.
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Actually, it can.

https://www.amazon.com/Biology-Belief-10th-Anniversary-
Consciousness/dp/140195247X

From one of the founders of Epigenetics.
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I've been trying to tell them for 3 yrs, even as a "pureblood"
myself...it DOESN'T matter with a bioweapon that is designed to
spread and kill, whether injected in your body or not.

Gerrilea
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This article just explained why purebloods don't exist.  I never took the
vax, but I know I'm no pureblood.

cowsqueezer
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What up!!!

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Present!

ssgredux
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$5000 an ounce for the love sauce

2banana
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too cheap try again lol

sunnyhaze
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That's still (according to my back of a tissue calculations) 4-5 years
of wanking before you can afford a half decent house...

One of these is not like the others..





Show More Replies

35 2 Reply
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Fake Newz.

I've had 15 injections of the Covid inoculation serums, and over 40 booster
shots.  The only thing I've shed so far is my balls fell off and I lost half my
hair.  My pecker's still there, and I've gained 80# from bloating and cerebral
swelling, so overall I've gained more than I've shed.  Plus a colorful rash.

itstippy
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I up you 

My gain was 2 extra inches. Happy wife, happy life. Boosters for
everyone! 

walküre
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Thanks for the health update John Fetterman.

Run of the Mill
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Don’t exert yourself, your heart will pop!

UmpquaButter
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Thanks a lot vaxtards. I'm at risk because you needed a safe space. The
only saving grace is that I did not agree to the devil's offer - I refused it.

A pissed off pureblood.

Krink26
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I even wrote a strongly worded memo

2banana
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Yeah but...  Did Jim sign it...?

Reverend Lowe-brow
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Thousands of European elites paid to have their vax statuses
falsified

https://rumble.com/v4dqfdx-thousands-of-european-elites-paid-
to-have-their-vax-statuses-falsified.html

TR3Bpilot19
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"Falsified". We are in a low-trust society. Civilization, as we
knew it, is collapsing.

BrownCoat
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"Low trust" ultimately means you can't rely on anyone
unless you have leverage over them.. 

This in turn makes it VERY difficult to get any reliable help.

In a high trust society you are no longer as isolated and
helpless.

Unless you are untrustworthy...

One of these is not like the others..
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Another moron who has had his childhood vaccines and considers
himself a pureblood and is scared of magical pixie dust. When are you
going to grow up? Do you still think the boogey monster hides under
your bed at night?

ohm

Thanks a lot vaxtards. I'm at risk because you needed a safe
space. The only saving grace is that I did not agree to the
devil's offer - I refused it.

A pissed off pureblood.
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Go get boosted.

Krink26
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Pay attention to who you associate with - touch, kiss, eat with, pretty
much every last damn thing. 

And keep your own immunity up. 

Awesome ain't it....

CognitiveDissident
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Yes, Live like germaphobes Howard Hughes and use Kleenex boxes
for shoes or like Howie Mandel and be a mental case.

ohm
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OK downvoter, associate with whoever you want, get all up close &
personal, don't worry TV says it's OK. 

CognitiveDissident
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Actually TV says the opposite. Now go put a trash bag over your
head to keep you and others safe.  At least it protects others from
your fugly.

ohm
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Another so called Conspiracy Theory becomes Fact. Oh My !

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys
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First Line Therapies:

Intermittent daily fasting or periodic daily fasts
Ivermectin
Moderating physical activity
Low-dose naltrexone
Nattokinase
Astaxanthin 
Melatonin
Magnesium
Methylene blue
Sunlight and
Photobiomodulation
Resveratrol

B Free
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Viral Shedding has been known for decades.

This is not new, just suppressed. Surprised? 

CognitiveDissident
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Ivermectin plus Fenbendazole shows huge anti-cancer/anti-
tumoric properties.

CognitiveDissident
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More like more BS you believe when  you embrace virus, bio-weapons
and contagion fantasies.

https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?
id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124

It never ceases to amaze me how you Chuckleheads reject study after
study that claims vaccines are safe and effective while you embrace
study after study claiming Ivermectin and HCQ efficacy and shedding
done with the exact same methods. You are no different than
Protestants and Catholics fighting over your version of Christianity.

ohm

Another so called Conspiracy Theory becomes Fact. Oh My !

Why Most Published Research Findings Are False
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Vaccines are a very different proposition to the VAXX doncha know?

One of these is not like the others..
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All vaccines are EXACTLY  the same including the Covid ones. 
Serious Adverse Reactions with Zero benefit which is why they all
have liability immunity.

ohm
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Let's just stop being all sciency about this stuff and call the Covid era what
it is:  government and drug company sponsored genocide.

economessed
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Remember folks vaxing their children and posting pics of their vaxine cards
on the internet?

QE4MeASAP
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I remember their names. 

AimeeZH
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i don't know anyone who regrets avoiding the vaccine.  i know many people
who regret getting it.

uchibenkei
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There may be a few suicidal who feel they missed an opportunity. 

That pod
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Canada will help you

https://i.postimg.cc/mD43NytX/Futurama-Suicide-Booth.png

 

TRM
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They chased me out of 90% of businesses in Raleigh NC for not wearing a
mask.

We moved to the country, only people wearing a mask were old folks and
black women. 

My wife had to work in SC because no hospital would give her an
exemption. 

I left my company because of vaccine threat and got a new one end being
paid 20% more!  

tyberious
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Fellow Raleighite here.

Can confirm masktards are still around.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Good for you.  I stood down my organization with a vice grip on
several of their mission critical systems.  They backed down... but not
before they managed to force 95%+ to get it.

EradicateMarxism
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So...put the vaxxed in concentration camps?

2banana
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It's the only solution that makes sense. 

desertdog
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It's for the safety of children.

2banana
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We will be saving grandma.

leicestersq
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It's just for two weeks...

2banana
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Yes, all you tards who have had your childhood vaccines
and didn't take the Covid Vaccines should be put into
concentration or at least re-education camps until you learn
that ALL vaccines are toxic which is why they have liability
immunity.

ohm
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I had four childhood vaccines.  That’s all they gave us back
in the 60s, and they were all real vaccines that work a
lifetime, unlike the dozens of shots kids get these days
before they’re even 18, most of which are garbage and
don’t work like the old ones did.  

Z28.310
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ROFL. Certainly your gullibility has lasted a lifetime. There is
zero proof that vaccines provide any benefit. ALL so called
pandemics that these vaccine were supposed to address
were on the decline BEFORE their vaccines were
introduced.

ohm

I had four childhood vaccines.  That’s all they gave
us back in the 60s, and they were all real vaccines
that work a lifetime
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happy camps.  use the correct term please

liberty2day
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Maybe injecting your body with complex cocktails of crud, bypassing your
natural immune system, is not such a good idea? 

VAXXFREE
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True - but our 'brilliant' doctors have not really grocked this point.  

The Vel
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IMO many doctors should be committing suicide rn for going along,
pushing it to their patients.  I would like to see large numbers of
doctors offing themselves, to the point where it hits critical in
medical news.  Otherwise, they are neither brilliant nor good, just
mercenaries.  Eff them, when financial investors lose client money
they jump off a high building.  That tells us something about
“medicine”.  

mintJelly
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ohm

Maybe injecting your body with complex cocktails of crud,
bypassing your natural immune system, is not such a good
idea? 
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Then why did your parents allow you to be injected with childhood
vaccines?

idea? 
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The continued push for this poison on kids is particularly troubling.  Next up:
Disease X. 

PastAghast
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The Deagel Report has a timeline.

Krink26
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& time is almost up ...

Collapse Podcast
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2025. 

CognitiveDissident
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Well Aware

Collapse Podcast
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Albert Bourla and Scott Gottlieb have permanently contaminated the global
blood supply but it's important to stress they aren't all bad.

The world shall revolve around them. Thank you and Shalom.

chunga
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!

CognitiveDissident
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Within five minutes of entering a Trader Joe’s he “feels so terrible” that he
has to leave

This is actually an encouraging sign of sanity, shared by many

Known Fact
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heck, i felt that way about Trader Joes before covid

liberty2day
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Even if I do need something -- a banana or some Two Buck Chuck's
-- five minutes is way too long. 

Known Fact
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it sounds cool, but there is little there there.

the same processed boxed junk, just less choice, and the meat
and veg and fruits are less fresh than nearly anywhere.

liberty2day
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But just think of all the free samples, now fortified with spike
proteins shed from other shoppers!

Hiros Edge
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Some people need to be hanged!

Blanch
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Right !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeyOBAra014

ThatTimeOfMonth
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I don’t advocate killing even these Zionist racial eugenicists, who are
behind this Covid vaccine, culling of humanity, and damaging their
fertility and genetics.

they don’t believe in God, or an afterlife, but they care very dearly
about their status, and their money.

They should be deprived of both and locked up in a work camp to
stamp license plates for the rest of their demonic lives.

Let them be humiliated and put in as servants of the humanity they
tried to kill, until they die.

at least, and they got the opportunity to repent and embrace Christ.

 

meatpopsicle2323
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I give blood regularly and have to answer a detailed written questionnaire
every time. The questions are very personal regarding medications, sexual
practices, health, whether you've had covid or recent exposure to someone
with covid, etc. They specifically ask about several vaccines but pointedly
exclude any mention of the covid vax - until the tech gets to verify your
answers - then they ask if you've had the covid vax. It's not on the
questionnaire you attest to in writing but it's a flag they set on their
computer. When the tech asked to verify my answers I told her that wasn't
on the questionnaire, she said something like, "Oh, it's just something
corporate wants us to ask." Sure. I'm pretty sure my donation gets
segregated into a special group. I find it odd for the question to be formally
excluded in the documentation but included in the review.

Razmuhchaz
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Thanks for the info.  I was giving regularly until the c19 rules forced me
to reconsider.  I have thought about going back to donating.

Pardalis
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Eventually after years of donating your veins are going to be so scared
up it'll become impossible to draw blood when you really need to in
your old age.  So good luck with that.

Crush the cube
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It's better to give than receive.

billybudd
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NO SHIT SHERLOCK.  WE'VE BEEN SAYING THAT FOR YEARS.

buzzsaw99
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the other day a dear friend of mine was telling me to get the Shingles
Vaccine. I simply said why do I need a vaccine for something that is not life
threatening , but only a few uncomfortable weeks? He looked at me like I
was crazy. 

 

What's up with these vaccine for everything folks, do they not trust a natural
immune system?

 

Survival Shield X2
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same as the "pill for everything" crowd.

gullible tards, think it is all magic and isolated from other effects.

 

"why am i sickly and obese?"

dunno, maybe it is the 20 toxic pills you are on?

liberty2day
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Your downvote came from:

a.  a prescription pill addict. 
b.  a retard in denial. 
c.  a demon possessed retarded pill addict.

I know which choice I’m making.  

Jury_rggd
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yeah, alas it is becoming like wallpaper around here, i notice they
strike entire boards these days 

liberty2day
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IRL I’m not cruel and actually look for the potential in people…
I’ve developed eye squinting wrinkles lately. 

Jury_rggd
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like Americans taking pills as supplements, instead of eating good
food.

ZH is full of people talking about it.

Juche Tony
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Some think it is in their brain and affecting their behavior and/or
addicting them to vaccines 

KatLivesKatter
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I call it “adult onset autism caused by injections” 

Look and see it.

UmpquaButter
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So it's a good idea to follow a spike protein detox program even if you're un
quackccinated.  Mine is nattokinase+curcumin+bromelain

blueseas
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That truth is out there. 

Jury_rggd
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Where do you buy those things? Local, over the counter? 

Magnum
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Ebay and/or https://www.twc.health/

blueseas
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https://bestvite.com/

blue thread
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Those work well to stop the damage but I would bet you are not taking
Enough. A few units a day wont do much. You need A Lot, every 8 or
12 hours.

A better solution is sodium citrate, ALA and EDTA. Those will actually
clean your blood, albeit slowly, unlike natto/brom/curcumin.

KatLivesKatter
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Natto in the morning. NAC+Cucumin+Bromelain at night.

Archibald Bunker
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Avoid blood transfusions if at all possible.

Son of Loki
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Bank your own.

manfaded
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And that’s the big concern for the unvaccinated.  

Wakesetter
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I'm done with vaccines.

Cloud9.5
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Vax-tards, let me save you some time.

"Epoch is pure bullshit! I'm still alive! Safe and effective! 

🐑

 

🐑

 

🐑

!"

I believe that covers your remaining "arguments", take the afternoon off on
me!

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Downvoted by 3 fully graphene-ated sheep.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Ummmmm, wasn't that the plan all along?

Remember that all this BS happened under the auspices of DARPA and the
the US military....

Coram Nobis
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I know for a fact that shedding is real because every time I went to the
supermarket (full of freshly vaxxed cattle) during the vaxx rollout I felt like
absolute crap the next day.

I go shopping once a week and because I refused to get clotshotted, the
supermarket was pretty much the only place I could go.

It happened every single week. In addition to feeling awful, I would get
absolutely insane tinnitus and wouldn't be able to sleep. A day or two later
and I would be normal again.

The Deplorable Goblin Front Hole
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I don't spend any time around large crowds. I am out and about taking
care of business but

NONE of it involves any large gathering.

I don't care what others think

I know they think it is odd, but that's okay. 

2 friends are dead, many have been sick with COVID more than once.

The common denominator? ALL fully jabbed

I was paying attention in '20 and when I smelled rat

 they stepped up for the jab, condemning me for following alternative
protocol outlined by

my physician.

Far too many are paying now and I suspect many

walking timebombs

BlackRaven135
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So they poisoned everyone. Willingly, by deception or by force.   I as a
"human" on a rock ... Rolling through space, raised a Roman Catholic, really
hope there is a God.  Otherwise,   justice will be none 

More_sellers_than_buyers
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kharma is the Universe's justice. everyone pays to each their own bill.

.

fbazzrea
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I don’t trust known liars, or basically anyone in government.   I did not ever
believe the COVID bullshit since the first reports. 
 

The medical “community” pulled their collective mask off to reveal their true
evil intentions, and therefore are no longer to be trusted.

How does one regain trust after this without complete repentance?

They have chosen to double down.  They are now enemies.

 

Pedro-the-cat2
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Like you, I smelled a rat as soon as they rolled it all out. . . .and began,
through guidance of my naturopath, who had been

networking even before '20. . .an alternative protocol which I still
follow.

One of more disturbing part of it, was how  

they rolled out all that had NOT worked to contain Spanish Flu ie
lockdowns, masking,

distancing, assuring humanity that THIS time it would work

Repeating same, with expectation of different outcome is the sign of 

INSANITY

It was and remains CRIMINAL. . . .all based on
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

and insatiable need to control

The result?

Lives and economy squandered, maiming of so many who must live
with the residual of the jab

and finally, loss of confidence 

I was teetering on the edge, regarding medical doctors, but this did it
for me

BlackRaven135
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Biggest take away for me is that the vaccinated still have spike proteins 6
months after vaccination.  I remember when they swore that this was short
lived and lasted only long enough to stimulate antibodies.   Would certainly
support the theory that some of the long term vaccine complications are
due to spike persistence.  Also if the antibodies aren't clearing the vaccine
induced spike proteins why would we expect them to be effective against
the viral spike proteins?

HarryBallsack
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Ahmeexnal

WHY WOULD ANTIBODIES BE EFFECTIVE AGAINST A
FAKE VIRUS PRODUCT OF A COMPUTER SIMULATION???
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Now I work as a cabby, and on a daily basis I share a small space with
about 40-50 people for a not-insignificant amount of time.  And I swear that
about half the time, I experience the onset of a cough and result in a sneeze
during that trip.  I had always wondered if I had the sixth sense of being able
to tell whether a person was vaxxed or not.  The riders it has happened all
seem to fit the profile of those who would vax.  So the grocery store guys
narrative seems to echo my own experience.  Can't prove it tho..

 

Useless Idiot
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You're just allergic to shitlibs. And maybe also their cats.

strych10
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What a bunch of shite. Epoch Times is a garbage propaganda outlet. 

👎

King of Pentacle5
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i find ET more truthful than any of the fading garbage you rely on

liberty2day
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Admittedly, ET did lay pretty heavily into end-of-the-worid COVID
fear porn late-Jan through May 2020.

Hiros Edge
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Stupid is as stupid does.

Good luck, deep thoughts, you need it.

KatLivesKatter
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The ''alternative media'' now lie as much as the MSM. So we must
always be wary. 

That pod
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Everybody who is 'selling something' needs/wants a wary...fearful
and uneducated(stupid) buyer/consumer.

Sad but true.

vealparm
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Considering Democrats, Lefties, Trannies, Groomers, Pedophiles and
Government Workers were the Main Recipients of Multiple Suicide Shots. It
Appears Pfizer the Good Guy Here

D Nyle
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All these demographics share one thing in common - they hate the
truth and hate anything based on facts.

TR3Bpilot19
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The vaccines were designed to shed. Researchers knew they couldn't
vaccinate bats in the wild so they purposely developed vaccines that would
"spread" among the bat population. Why do you think they had  one so
soon for humans?

Dangerclose
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One thing that has yet to be discussed - is the vaccine infectious? I realize,
in terms of traditional vaccines, that may appear to be a ridiculous question.
ModRNA isn't a traditional vaccine. God only knows what this scientific
perversion is fully capable of.

ManiacNV
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Chilling. Like a damn sci-fi movie. 

FreeportGuy
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Self Spreading Vaccine Technology by Johns Hopkins 

Collapse Podcast

Self-spreading vaccines—also known as transmissible or
self-propagating vaccines—are genetically engineered to
move through populations in the same way as
communicable diseases, but rather than causing disease,
they confer protection. The vision is that a small number of
individuals in the target population could be vaccinated,
and the vaccine strain would then circulate in the
population much like a pathogenic virus. These vaccines
could dramatically increase vaccine coverage in human or
animal populations without requiring each individual to be
inoculated. 
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The FLCCC are awesome and that’s how I got my Ivermectin prescription.
 Covid got me pretty good and I was on day five when I contacted them.
 Took the Ivermectin and within 48 hours I was back on my feet.  I’m
surrounded by the vaccinated and I take Ivermectin as a prophylactic.  It
works.

Wakesetter
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Just got nailed with the Kung Flu this past week. Haven't had any
sickness since the scamdemic, but within the last 4 days, I've been ran
through by a virus. Chest pain, incessant dry cough and throat
itchiness, 101+ fever a couple of days ago, and now, severe vertigo
this morning. For the first time I broke out the Ivermectin and took a 7-
pill dose. At least the vertigo has subsided. The last episode was very
mild and I took my "Covid Cocktail" when I lost my sense of taste for a
day...that came back within 48 hours so I didn't bother with Ivermectin.

I sit right next to two Covidiots, so I'm pretty sure that's not helping.
Shedding? Don't know. All I know is that after all this time, I just got hit
with the 2nd worst bout of the Kung Flu after the initial hit in February
of 2020.

It'll be interesting to see if Ivermectin acts so quickly for my symptoms.
The vertigo this morning was so severe, I couldn't eat or drink
anything...just laid in bed all morning. A couple of hours ago after
taking the pills, I feel like eating lunch. Power of suggestion? Don't
know. I just know that this latest round has hit me in a way I've not
experienced before...and there's no Omicron this or OU812 that
variants.

duck_fur
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Iver works very quickly and you will feel better within 24hrs. Next
time, the minute you feel getting sick, take half dose. Covid on not,
it has effect of all viral infection. The best indication of viral (vs
bacterial) is sore throat. Hope u heal up

Solarstone 2.0
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What did it do to your feathers?

kaiserhoffen
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Next thing you know, they’ll be telling us there are only two genders, climate
change isn’t as bad we they thought and having funded local police forces
actually makes things safer. 

VulcanWerks
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Yep, I 100% believe that because of my own experience.

Between Summer 2021 and about Spring 2023, I had at least 7 or
8 episodes of getting sick after being around vaxxed people. Within 24 to 36
hours, I became very fatigued, had respiratory issues, head fog and deep,
broken-glass coughing (it sounds wet but, isn't. Probably a result of micro-
clotting in my lungs).

VERY weirdly, it always went away in 2 days. That's how I knew I wasn't
actually getting sick with a flu or sinus infection...no actual illness ever
developed. Shedding!

It seemed to be starting again in Dec 2023 so, I have actually stopped
playing indoor Pickleball this Winter, don't use weight machines at the gym
and only exercise in the pool and walk. Don't want the nasty shedding!

No_Pretzel_Logic

...showed that spike protein, the product of COVID-19 vaccination,
can last for at least half a year in the blood of vaccinated individuals
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Sure thing.

toejam
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100%. It started up again right when the rolled out the new boosters
and that 20% of braindead Biden voters went and got jabbed again.
What I believe is happening here is that these morons are now super-
shedders. Meaning that the jabs are selecting people for who can
produce and shed spike and killing off those who are reacting badly, so
the ones left are walking bioweapons factories, spewing this stuff
everywhere they go.

Do the math: if there are 100 people in a Wal-Mart, 10-20 of will be
super-shedders at any given time. Meaning the store will be saturated
by them.

Gregor Samsa
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I think you're right. It makes sense from a diabolical perspective.

That subsequent injections would be engineered to produce
stronger shedding. They want to get more of the people 'infected'
that never took the vaxes.

It's warfare on our own soil perpetrated by our own fuggin Govt!

No_Pretzel_Logic
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it is the essence of Mengele

BlackRaven135
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Sort of a call back to my comment yesterday truthful but intentionally
misleading language.

When you have to split hairs to this degree in regards to a definition to be
technically correct in your own head then what you're saying to other people
is essentially a lie. Though, perhaps, the lie is one you're telling yourself.

===

With a jab of this type that doesn't "stay in the deltoid" as advertised you'd
expect some to end up in mucus membranes in the airway.

We also know that 1. Spike doesn't stay on the cell surface as advertised
and 2. Some would get loose anyway as transfected cells were directed to
apoptosis by the immune system and the cell came apart in ways the
caspases (proteases that destroy a cell from the inside out during apoptosis)
couldn't finish off.

So, "shedding" of the protein via the airway is plausible, even probable. 

That leaves the question of how much is expelled. 

That's going to vary a lot by person, as some people make many times
more of the spike protein than others.

Which brings up if it matters, or matters much.

For people who are sensitive, yeah, low concentrations probably do matter.
You see this with people who have severe allergies.

How common is that? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Is it actually dangerous to the average person? Probably not under most
circumstances, but "probably not" and "most circumstances ain't an
acceptable answer on this arena. Or, at least they weren't just a few years
ago.

===

Yet another clusterfuck that they're going to run the standard playbook on.

1. Deny.

2. Ridicule.

3. Accept.

4. Normalize.

5. Claim everyone has always known this and it's not a big deal.

6. Spin as a good thing.

strych10
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All vaxxed idiots are dangerous and toxic.  Stay away from them

Billy Python
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I suppose if there is a good part of shedding, it's that the scum nurses and
doctors who refuse to speak out about the very obvious dangers of the vaxx
will now get exposed (in addition to having to take the jab) because their
patients will have mostly taken 2 or more jabs.

And yes, even people who have taken the jab can have considerable effects
from shedding - it's just more spike protein in their bodies.  Avoid going out
in public if you are going to be physically close to people - yes, its hard to
do, but it can be minimized.  

Btw, I do come down hard on the medical community.  They above all
people should have known about the side effects long before asking their
patients to take it  - they alone could have stopped this horrendous event by
simply telling the public the truth - and they DID know.

The Vel
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It wears off. The shedding is only a couple weeks after the subject
shedder has received an injection. 

walküre
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Nope - not true.  Do your fucking research.  

The Vel
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hold on buddy

show the proof how subjects with multiple injections are
shedding even months later

pure fearmongering at this point

 

walküre
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We don't want trolls here trying to tell people the vaxx is safe
and effective.  Hopefully you took the vax and the required 4
boosters.  The good thing about the vaxx is that it kills stupid
people like you.  

The Vel
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It's shocking and disappointing all the medical societies cooperated
with this scam.

Son of Loki
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The carrot was big, but the stick was huge. 
Tske the money or lose your job.

Nuremberg 2.0 is com

markar
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George is getting upset. 

The Wolverine
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George is having coincidences!

The Ghost of Colonel Kurtz
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saying safe and effective isn't a lie if you believe it.

buzzsaw99
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So much money in the system (especially in the pro-vaccine verses class-
action camp) that the disagreement among “experts” will go on for decades.
For us common folk, “if it quacks like duck, walks …”, it’s a duck. People
are dropping all over the place, so this seems to a  pharmaceutical
genocide.

Juanbonito
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BANNED ON YOUTUBE - Dr Andrew Moulden - What He Told Us
Before Pharma Murdered Him

https://rumble.com/v32y3mo-banned-on-youtube-dr-andrew-
moulden-what-he-told-us-before-pharma-murdered-.html

TR3Bpilot19
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oh, you post any comment about the toxic clot shots it disappears
in seconds on youtube.  they won't have any of that truth nonsense.

 

they might get hit with massive suits, for enabling mass death, at

liberty2day
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just no. thats just hypochondriac symtpms. 

Rockatanski

The patient told Dr. Kory that he just couldn’t “go into grocery stores
anymore.” Within five minutes of entering a Trader Joe’s grocery
store, he “feels so terrible” that he has to leave. He experienced the
same aversion upon going to a crowded farmers market.
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Unvaxed, and my chronic joint pain in elbows knees and ankles began just
after the 2021 COVID vax roll out.

Nah, couldn't possibly be shedding related to the global
mandated DOD/DARPA designed and produced (only bottled under the
labels, Pfizer, Moderna, BioNtech, J&J) experimental not-vaccine injection
rushed out in 9 months (rather than regular 10 years) comprising a synthetic
lipid nanoparticle encapsulated delivery system for a non-human modRNA
gene therapy/modification product contaminated with tens to hundreds of
billions of plasmid DNA fragments -per dose- and known cancer promoter
SV40 that pass from injection site to all tissues of the body (including
through the blood brain barrier) where it carries the toxic spike protein and
contaminate mutagen payload directly to the nucleus of billions upon
billions of cells.

Must just be climate change...that started in spring 2021. /s

TerrorFirma's Esoterrorist
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sounds stress related, especially given the tone of your writing. Have a
beer and chill out. Tickle the cats. Forget the worry.

Juche Tony
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While spike protein shedding is real, the notion that it was responsible for
acute abdominal pain and not the sex which caused the transfer is
laughable. The cases cited by that Dr. Kory, like "going to to grocery" are
awful examples with no scientific rigor.

Mr. Magniloquent
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In other words, par for the course for post-infested ZH

Solarstone 2.0
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There is plenty of both proof And evidence shedding is real and has
been for over 3 years but you would have to be able to read.

KatLivesKatter
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The damage is done. No one will be held accountable. It is going to happen
again. Might be coming very soon. That is the price we the people pay for
letting those who pay no price for being wrong, self serving, and down right
corrupt make all the decisions. 

Maybe humanity will learn before following the idiots into extinction but
probably not. 

dustnwind
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People are too stupid - it's a prison planet, and people get recycled
into stupidity.  Research this - 'How to avoid the reincarnation traps.' 
Yes, you are generally tricked into incarnating back on the prison
planet!

The Vel
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These are not vaccines. those are prototypes experimented on real humans

YesWeKahn
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Of COURSE shedding is real!  They have admitted it in the fine print the
entire time.  Then I am the bad guy for not allowing anyone who's been
recently jabbed around my infants.  

EradicateMarxism
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The article conflates two different scenarios - direct exposure via bodily
fluids (sex, breastfeeding) with incidental exposure (inhalation or skin
contact).

One is definitely worse than the other and is reflected in the outcomes.

If you're a Pureblood you'll be fine, just don't have sex or exchange fluids
with anyone who is jabbed.

Houthi Sanctions
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Thanks for that advice, thankfully my (never met a covid jab we didn't
like) elderly in-laws are safe in that respect.

Crock
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"Safe and Effective"

[insert photo of smiling Travis Kelce with bandaid on arm]

"Be like Travis."

Ignatius
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Didn’t Pfizer ask for and get legal immunity for their clot shot?  Hmmmmm

GoldHermit
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All "vaccines" are covered.

Arch_Stanton
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Finally, an actual use case for the 2m distancing rule.

leicestersq
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It's long overdue to start quarantining the vaxxed. 

desertdog
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Real scientists should investigate this, for the sake of humanity. Of course,
real scientists are hard to come by these days. Mostly we are surrounded by
paid corporate stooges with zero ethics. 

AimeeZH
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real scientist

like jumbo shrimp, an oxymoron

liberty2day
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An oxymoron like SAGE? The UK covid ex spurts.

(The Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies)

Crock
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When in doubt vaxxterminate the hell out of everyone and let the chips fall
where they may.

-CDC-

A Lunatic
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Speaking of chips...

The Internet of Bodies Corpses Transmitting Bluetooth Signals
Graphene Nano circuitry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n4TvGYSv2M

Injectable operating system

https://rumble.com/v2zto0i-injectable-operating-system.html

IoB & the 'Mandated' Covid Jab

https://rumble.com/v4e45oz-iob-and-the-mandated-covid-jab.html

VACCINE NANO CHIPS INSIDE YOU – SHOCKING PROOF – PFIZER
JAB

https://rumble.com/vrygwt-vaccine-nano-chips-inside-you-shocking-
proof-pfizer-jab.html

 

TR3Bpilot19
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Notice the 

🦗🦗🦗

...

lol

Collapse Podcast
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Stupidity is contagious…

Alberto Bertogli
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It's a shame it isn't fatal...

Blanch
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Have you seen the Darwin awards? 

Obamanism666
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That's because they ARE gene therapies as confirmed by their
patents. They were only "reclassified" as "vaccines" so that Big
Pharma could take advantage of the blanket legal immunity
against prosecution for AEs afforded ONLY to vaccines. 

philipat

 they function similarly to gene therapy products.
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There are specific antibodies to the mod-mRNA "vaccine"
induced spikes. SO how do these Professors (a/k/a "experts")
explain the presense of these highly specific antibodies in
people who have not been vaccinated? 

philipat

Professors in vaccinology, however, do not
acknowledge that mRNA vaccines may induce
shedding.
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Darwin Awards.

Kid Novax
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This is an Epic Sh!tshow...

If we survive it.

richasis
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Truth is a commodity that is difficult to put back into its bottle once
released.  More than enough Truth has been released to at the very
minimum cause most with two working brain cells to perhaps, "Trust
but Verify."

Nobody trusts the Medical Healthcare Industrial Complex anymore
after their performance over the past 3 years from those TV Ads that
pretend that you are going to direct your doctor to prescribe the
chemicals much less you wanting to take them given the associated
adverse events claimed in the Ads.

The days of going to see a doctor and just bending over to agree
getting humped with a stab or a medication are over.  And take a
vaccine, even one for something that is NOT Covid
related: Fuhgeddaboudit!!!  How can you trust that some activist
doctor or nurse won't slip in some Covid Clot Shot/Booster Toxin??

AlexCat3741
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And dentists too.

toejam
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I spent an evening with my son and his family, last week.  It was a highly
unusual evening in that we had all had too much wine with dinner.  We had
drunk white with dinner.  My wife asked if he had any red.  My son opened a
two thousand dollar bottle of red wine for her.  It was twice the size of a
normal bottle, so, we felt compelled to drink all of it.  When my son poured
the last glasses for the four of us, he informed us he was afraid of dying.  He
and his wife took the vaccine so they could visit his mother in law who had
breast cancer.  Now he is having issues.  That bottle of wine was bought for
a very special occasion.  A visit with us was nice but not special.  I am very
concerned.

Cloud9.5
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Find out the nature of his concerns.  There are protocols out there to
help mitigate damage (cancer, clotting)  but they need to be started
ASAP.  So sorry...

 

Collapse Podcast
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I am sure they are aware of the options.  Thank you.  I will mention
this to him just in case.

Cloud9.5
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I should have been more specific  - These alternative protocols
are focused on disabling the spike damage in addition to treating
the resulting diseases. 

 

Collapse Podcast
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I'm pretty sure it's Dr. Peter McCullough that lists taking
Nattokinase 2000 units twice a day and Bromelain 500 mg twice
a day to detox from the vax spike protein and Curcumin for anti-
inflammatory reduction, but I'm not sure how much of that.  I see
this listed on a white board behind Keith Malinak's head on Pat
Grey Unleashed (on the Blaze, also on Pluto or catch up on it on
YouTube) every morning so you could probably find it through
McCullough's site if someone here can't weigh in on it.  

chiquita
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my heart goes out to you

 

Amused_Traveler
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How can they prove the spike lasts only 6 months?

special olympian
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They don't gotta prove 'nuthin!  Don't you know who they are?! 
They're Gods, man, Gods, I tell ya!

Hexagram64
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And just why are these things not only not off the market, bit still being
pushed upon the population?  

What a mess_man
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'Cause it's all about money, ain't a damned thing funny,

You got to have some bread in this land of milk and honey!

 - Grandmaster Flash

Hexagram64
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REV JIM JONES: "I convinced 918 people to drink cyanide"

DR TONY FAUCI: "Hold my beer"

Pureblud
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DR TONY FAUCI: "And I made them do it without pointing guns at
them"  ROFLMAO

Crush the cube
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You can tell by the amount of trolling and distractions in these comments
that this topic is "over the target."  The shedding issue has been the #1
most censored topic around the bioweapon release.

I'm an expert on it because it impacts me personally - thousands of hours of
research on the topic. I'm unjabbed, but have been exposed many times to
the jabbed and covid (which are the EXACT SAME BIOWEAPON - the spike
protein), and now have hypersensitivity to it.  I just need to walk past a dope
who has been "boosted" and it is enough to make me ill. I can smell them
and detect them immediately via tingling in my nose, just by being around
them, or even by being in a space they have already vacated. The smell is
something like a rotten fabric softener type of smell. If you smell this, run.
This is due to the literal decomposition of the jabbed people's bodies from
the inside. The zombie analogy is really not far off. These people are fully
"transfected" by the mRNA shots, meaning that a huge portion of their body
is continuously producing spike proteins, and these are pouring out of them
their skin, breathe, excrement, etc. The jabbed are walking, talking,
bioweapons factories. All of them, even 2-dosers, but more doses = more
shedding.

What these people shed lingers in the air and can attach to surfaces, and
persists for a long time. I believe that it is deadly to everyone, but everyone
has slightly different biological reactions to it. No reaction does not mean
immune! In fact it could mean the opposite. The jabbed have no reaction to
it because their immune systems have been trained to ignore the spike as
"part of self." This causes them to be able to produce, shed, and spread
both spike protein and also COVID variants without being outwardly sick
from it. They are like reactors cooking up COVID variants in real time,
spreading them around.

Gregor Samsa
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spreading them around.

This is where the disinfo actors come into play. They want unjabbed and
jabbed alike (as many got placebos) to believe that they are "safe" and that
there is no danger, maybe even that viruses and bioweapons do not even
exist, and so one should run naked through the streets licking everything in
sight, because nothing can ever hurt you. The reality is that these spike
proteins being shed off these people are the most deadly bioweapon ever
known to man. They have HIV inserts (GP-120) and prion domains built into
them. Look for waves for brain diseases in the near future. This is how they
are going to achieve their long term depopulation goals: everyone shedding
over each other forever, until we all die. And the scariest part of all is that it
is DONE. There is no going back. There is no way to turn off the shedding in
the jabbed, and nobody is even trying or looking for it.
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God has already told us how this goes, 1/4 die (Revelation 6), followed
by another 1/3 (Revelation 9)... during an upcoming 7 year tribulation
period.

 

IOW's, half the global population will be dead from war, famine,
pestilence and also wild beasts.

Pardalis
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We dont know thats true, some vaxxed do stop seem to
stop shedding. Its not proven yet but that was their fake reasoning for
the boosters.

You need to take sodium citrate, ALA and EDTA. That will start
reversing some of the shedding disease.

Bromelain, nattokinase and curcumin help too but not anywhere near
as much as the above when taken properly. EDTA needs to be taken 3-
4 hours (or more) away from most other supplements or food.
Otherwise it instantly binds and is wasted. You can take it with Vit D, C,
ALA and sodium citrate though, no issues.

I would post a link to a reference on what seems to be working for
people with blood analysis results but I cant post links here.

KatLivesKatter
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Why can't you post links here?  People do it all the time.

Hexagram64
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Haha, you tell me. Maybe its the kind of links I am trying to post.
Dr Ana and others on substack have good info on shedding and
blood analysis, childrenshealthdefense has good articles with
links, or the 289 page AFL foia is a great reference to what is
really going on, because Everything GovTech censored in the
beginning is True.

KatLivesKatter
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I'm an expert on it

If you're such an expert on it, why is your post so full of
disinformation?

Blankenstein
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I can backup everything I said with links, except what I describe as
personal experiences. Try me, I dare you. For the things that I say
are personal experiences, try reading HUNDREDS of personal
shedding reports from people like me:
https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/covid-19-vaccine-shedding-
experiences

Gregor Samsa
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What these people shed lingers in the air and can attach to
surfaces, and persists for a long time.

Do you have a study that proves this?

the most deadly bioweapon ever known to man

Or this?

The jabbed have no reaction to it because their immune systems
have been trained to ignore the spike as "part of self.

Or this?

Let's see your proof Mr. "Expert"

Blankenstein
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The immune system training is widely known, and is
mentioned by others on this page. Its known as IgG4 Immune
Tolerance.

Explained quite well for lay-men here:

https://www.igor-chudov.com/p/booster-caused-immune-
tolerance-explains

https://www.igor-chudov.com/p/immune-tolerance-igg4-class-
switch

Here it is explained why this drives the continuous production
of new COVID variants:
https://www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/scientific-
blog/how-many-more-times-will-i-have-to-tell-you-that-this-
immune-escape-pandemic-will-not-have-a-happy-ending

Gregor Samsa
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As for the statement about being the most deadly bioweapon
ever devised, do you not believe it is lab-made bioweapon or
not believe it is deadly? So you believe it came from a bad
batch of bat-soup??

But here's a good source for most of it, pay particular attention
to the "Swiss Army Knife of Death" image and follow the
citations if you must.

https://twitter.com/BlackTomThePyr8/status/17592045890924
46564#m

https://twitter.com/BlackTomThePyr8/status/17596054847833
58401#m

https://twitter.com/BlackTomThePyr8/status/17596065476325
53993#m

https://twitter.com/BlackTomThePyr8/status/17596098972540
80615#m

Gregor Samsa
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The claim about lingering in the air and persisting is anecdotal,
based on my experiences, and the experience of others. Link
already provided on that, and in the article above about the
guy who can't go into the store (I'm just like him). But it's the
exact same mechanism as a pet allergy. Some people who are
very allergic to cats simply have to walk into the house where
a cat lives and will have a reaction. Why? Because there are
proteins in the air and on the surfaces...

Gregor Samsa
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''Let's see your proof Mr. "Expert"''.

Yes, let's see your proof Mr. ''Expert''.

toejam
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Bingo.  There is no going back. 

They will likely blame the increase in neurological diseases on Nose
Picking & Zombie Deer

 

Collapse Podcast

The reality is that these spike proteins being shed off these
people are the most deadly bioweapon ever known to man.
They have HIV inserts (GP-120) and prion domains built into
them. Look for waves for brain diseases in the near future
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The two believed the pain was from shedding, so both took ivermectin,
known to bind to and block spike proteins. Within about half an hour, the
spouse’s abdominal pain receded.
 

At this point, I think all prepared people should be stocking up on ivermectin
as well as food and water. The stuff seems as useful as aspirin and is dirt
cheap at Tractor Supply   

quietdude
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Got my Clippity-Clop and 500ml bottle handy ALL the time and yes the
wife and I know that shedding is real. 

The Odessa File
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ivermectin and cancer young fellow I know diagnosed with turbo
cancer last summer, I gave his mother this link and she was angry with
me for even suggesting. He died this morning.

Would it have changed things? We'll never know.

Savvy
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I say it very well might have..

The Odessa File
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That's what breaks my heart.

Savvy
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You can lead a horse to water ...

GutterPrayer
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Yes, I've been using ivermectin (horse paste) prophylactically ever
since covid started, never took the jabs, never got covid. Not a bad
taste, either.

MetalsGuy
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This has been known for nearly 3 years already ...

PFIZER ADMITS THAT UNVACCINATED PEOPLE CAN BE EXPOSED TO
THE MRNA 

💉

 VIA INHALATION OR SKIN CONTACT

Shedding

Collapse Podcast
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Duh.

I've been trying to tell people that for over 3 years now but most people cant
read their way out of a wet paper bag, even after you hand deliver the links
under their fat stupid fingers.

Of course there is basic clear evidence that anyone can do to prove they
have it but meh, those comments never seem to post... hmm.

 

There is much Much more that is factually known about this but I will have
to start a substack, thats the only place that doesnt censor people for telling
the truth or presenting actual Evidence.

KatLivesKatter
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The best Hitler Rant EVA!!!! - "And then there was Substack. How
could we have not captured that platform like all the others. Free
speach and truth." - ROTFLMAO

https://metatron.substack.com/p/leaked-video-from-the-wef-global

 

TRM
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Its interesting that they added a psychological component the symptom
manifestation. I suppose ultimately they are muddying the water, or parting
it, as they escape justice. 

Schooey
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true, no need for them to prove anything, just push anecdotal effects,
as a way to discredit it all.

i know my anecdotal evidence is real, but it is sad few are doing actual
physical testing

liberty2day
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Thats because its in the brain, it crosses the blood brain barrier and
the brain has a ton of receptors it binds with.

Which is why there in fact IS a psychological/behavioral component to
this bioweapon... 'neurological' effects doesnt just mean strokes and
seizures and GBS.

It also includes paranoia, increased aggression, increased
homicidal/suicidal tendencies, manic behavior, and several more no
one ever thinks about.

For example, there are cameras and telemetry data in most cars these
days and they Know that some of these now Daily traffic fatality
accidents where they steered head on into a semi and killed everyone
were intentional.

No brakes, full accelerator and steering to correct until the very last
second. Shh, I guess its a secret since they didnt tell you about it.

Sodium citrate, ALA and EDTA are mild chelators that cross the BBB
and help dissolve the LNP's in Everyone now but meh, Im tired to
trying to inform people who dont care and cant read anyway.

Im sure they will figure it out ; )

 

KatLivesKatter
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Ha .  My sentiments exactly.  It's better to save your energy.  We will
need it. 

Collapse Podcast

 Im tired to trying to inform people who dont care and
cant read anyway.
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The psychological component *may* be due to PRION / spike
neuroinvasion via vagus & or olfactory tract ...

Collapse Podcast
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Still waiting to see Bourla, Bancel  and big pharma front man Fauci to face
the music for their crime of centuries.

Anything less than the death penalty is an affront.

Fahrenheit2021
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This is how the Walking Dead begins.

Thurston H.
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Instead of Walkers we have Clotters.

hiftobaf
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Wellllllll.... dead vaxxed people in cemetaries still emit their MAC ID.

So Maybe...

KatLivesKatter
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Watch, the new series, 'The Last Of Us`. 

The people look like the white clots they pull out of dead people.

PeachPit
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2021 I was working in a dept of all women one of whom was pregnant.  i
told them not to take the shots, they acted like i was nuts.  women are
stupid af

liberty2day
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can you imagine women in blue states?  i would be shocked if more
than 1 in 50 did not take the shots.

liberty2day
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That's a sobering statistic when trying to get laid in blue states. 

Archibald Bunker
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So you don't know any men who took it? I do. Plenty in my own family.
They thought I was crazy for not getting it. Women are not stupid,
people are, some male some female. Stop your divisive BS. The cabal
wants men to hate women. Don't you get that yet? They want normal
men pushing women away. Majority of trannies are men. They want
men to be gay, to hate women and to cut their genitals off. Maybe
speak with conservative women. And if there aren't any in your town
you should think about moving.

Herewardthewake
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Really, well I knew  man and he and his wife got the shots. He had thre
sons ages 6, 3 and 6 months. He got the shots for his 6 year old and 3
year old and told me how bad he felt as the whole family got sick, that
his infant wasn't able to receive the shot yet.

Men are so stupid.

See the stupid generalization? Get it?

PeachPit
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Big pharma must be destroyed.

bloostar
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Meanwhile, Tiffany Dover is still dead.
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Killed on a live stream. They don't even do that to death row inmates. 

walküre
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Google her and you'll find a hilarious array of mainstream stories
"debunking" her death and mocking "conspiracy theorists." But these
days you cannot take much of anything in the media at face value

Known Fact
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All I can say to these debunking theories.

She still seems to be MIA.

Crock
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We knew the jig was up when they shifted the messaging from "get the shot
to avoid infection" to "get the shot to avoid 'less severe disease'...after it
was revealed the vaccinated were becoming infected anyway.  But then
people NOT vaccinated were getting "less severe disease" too.  There is
STILL no clinical evidence through controlled studies that the vaccine has
any effect at all.

Anonymous Sources
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Yes, it's effective. Effectively messing with people's immune system
and their DNA. 

walküre
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They knew there were risks to a small percentage of the population,
just like every other vaccine ever.  Difference here was that they
didn't dare publicize it...and even silenced those who questioned it.

Anonymous Sources
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That is hardly the only "difference".

To start with, they are not vaccines.  They are experimental gene
therapies, which leads to the next major difference - no long
term studies in advance of rolling out to everyone.  

11b40
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It was effective at making certain people richer.

dustnwind
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Vaxxx is SAFE (Sudden Acute Fatal Event).

No-Go zone
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